6 Delivery
Squerryes is in a unique position to deliver the
integrated proposals in this document. We outline here
mechanisms, phasing and policy which can be allied to
legal agreements so that there can be confidence in the
delivery mechanisms and in the sequence with which
community benefits and infrastructure are delivered
relative to the residential development.
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Delivery
This final section on the WWW proposals sets out our proposals for
delivery, covering four matters:
1

2
3
4

The proposals for planning policies and site allocations – both
a policy to provide the framework for a strategic approach to
development in Westerham over the Local Period and to guide the
design and delivery of the developments for which site allocations
are proposed.
Squerryes’ undertakings in respect to delivery, viability and
development quality.
The indicative phasing of the proposals, notwithstanding the early
stage for setting this out.
Compliance with the requirements of national policy for
amending the Green Belt’s boundaries through the revision of
the development plan to release 25.2 ha of land for development
and for siting major development on this same land which is also
within the AONB.

The proposed Policies, Site Allocations and Written Statement
We suggest SDC consider two policies for Westerham (or a single
policy that achieves both purposes): one that sets the strategic
framework for development in Westerham over the new Local Plan
period; and a second that allocates the specific sites and sets out the
criteria for their development.
The proposed Strategic Policy
The strategic policy is aimed at providing a strategic platform for
Westerham, not just for the Which Way Westerham proposals.
The objective is to ensure that it is understood that there is a lot of
scope for others – including Westerham Town Council – to contribute
sustainable development that Westerham needs and will benefit from
accommodating.

Proposed Site Allocation Policy

We put forward the following site allocation policy for Westerham
W1: Westerham

W2: Westerham’s Development Sites

The strategy for Westerham’s future is to support development
for the new housing and employment the town needs, a relief
road to divert the A25 around the town centre, new and
improvement facilities for the GP service and primary school,
together with landscape, environmental and public access
improvements to 50 ha of Green Belt and AONB land.

Development is supported for housing, employment and
environmental improvements on the Westerham sites shown in the
Policies Map. Development will be required to:

These improvements are to include extensions to common
land totalling 25 ha around the new housing areas together
with surface water flood management works, the provision of
outdoor recreation facilities for young people and their clubs,
landscape restoration works, biodiversity enrichments and
the creation of an ‘environmental land screen’ to abate the
adverse environmental impacts of the M25, better integrate it
in the landscape and accommodate renewable energy PVs and
battery storage.
Development will be supported in Westerham where it
contributes to the following objectives and satisfies the
criteria set by the other policies of this plan for environmental
sustainability, green infrastructure, climate change resilience,
flood risk management, transport, air quality, town centre
vitality, employment and tourism growth, design quality, the
preservation of heritage assets and their setting, the protection
of the Green Belt and the conservation and enhancement of the
AONB:
• the delivery of the allocated sites in the town for market
and affordable housing, employment space, the relief road,
additional common land and environmental and public
access works
• the delivery or improvement of facilities for public services,
including health, education, assembly and recreation uses
on land within the settlement
• development within the town centre for employment, retail,
food and drink, hotel, housing and all other uses that need
or would benefit from a town centre location
• improvements to access, parking and public realm in the
town centre and serving it
• development to improve or extend existing employment
sites within the settlement and on previously developed
land where it is sustainably located for access to the town’s
services.

a) satisfy the relevant provisions of this Plan for design quality,
transport, green infrastructure, energy efficiency and
environmental sustainability together with the requirements and
criteria set by this policy;
	
  

b) deliver directly and finance the relief road (Policy W3) to a
phasing scheme to be agreed with the 	
  Council prior to the
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W2: Westerham’s Development Sites

c) deliver directly or provide the finance needed to secure the

Development is supported for housing, employment and environmental improvements on the Westerh
delivery of the facilities required by Westerham’s GP service to
shown in the Policies Map. Development will be required to:
a)
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deliver the Common Land and environmental improvement works to the allocated sites to a
programme to be agreed with the Council prior to the commencement of any housing develop

W2-WH: Housing

W2-WH: Housing
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W2-WE: Employment
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Employment – site and approximate floorspace
WE1
1.5 ha
6,400 sq m

The employment development should be for uses B1b, B1c and B8, for operations that are compatible
and would have no adverse impacts on the amenities of the closest residential areas and targeted on

Common Land Designations
WCL1
0.5 ha
WCL3
WCL2
4.1 ha
WCL4

Sites and approximate dwelling numbers
WH1
2.8 ha
366 WH3
5.5 ha 166
WH2
0.9 ha
59 WH4 11.0 ha 366

7.4 ha
10.9 ha

WCL5

2.3 ha

The Common Land extensions are required to deliver the works needed to improve the surface flood
water carrying capacity of the flood risk area as mapped by the Environment Agency, and use the
increased wetlands to create new biodiversity rich wetland habitat in line with the design guidelines for
affordable
the Kent Downs AONB management plan.

40% of the dwellings are required to be affordable in a mix of housing to rent and buy, with the
housing distributed across each neighbourhood. Unless up-to-date evidence indicates otherwise, the
majority of the housing should be 1 and 2 bedroom units and targeted on key workers, first timeThe
buyers,
phasing programme for the environmental works and legal designations for each area of Common
Land will require the approval of the Council before the development of the housing.
young families and downsizers. The target markets for the larger units should include local secondsteppers.
The design proposals for the Common Land environmental improvements, public access and outdoor

W3: Proposed Relief Road Policy
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W3: Westerham A25 Relief Road
W3: Westerham A25 Relief Road

W2-WEnv: AONB Further Landscape and Environmental Enrichment
generously supported by publicly accessible, biodiversity-rich, green
		The Sites
The
housing must achieve the highest standards of design quality and energy efficiency, be in keeping The Sites
infrastructure.

with the local character and generously supported by publicly accessible, biodiversity-rich, green
All neighbourhoods must be within easy walking distance of the
infrastructure.

WFE1
WFE2
WFE3

5.2 ha
13.9 ha
1.5 ha

WFE4
WFE5
WFE6

1.1 ha
3.3 ha
0.8 ha

WFE7
WFE8
WFE9

1.5 ha
0.6 ha
2.2 ha

town centre and a bus stop via safe routes.

	
  

W2-WE: Employment

The further enrichment works in the AONB will be required to deliver the environmental land form, the
extension to the Darent Valley footpath and cycle route and the Disability Discrimination Act-compliant
access route between the town centre and Valence School, as well as outdoor recreation facilities that
cannot more suitably be accommodated in the Common Land extensions.

All neighbourhoods must be within easy walking distance of the town centre and a bus stop via safe
The phasing programme for the further environmental works will require the agreement of the Council.
The phasing programme for the further environmental works
routes.

will

require the agreement of the Council.

W2-WE: Employment

Employment - site and approximate floorspace

The further enrichment works in the AONB will be required to
Employment – site and approximate floorspace
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W2-WCL: Common Land in the AONB
	
  

Common Land Designations

W2-WCL: Common Land in the AONB

Common Land Designations
WCL1
0.5 ha
WCL3
WCL2
4.1 ha
WCL4

7.4 ha
10.9 ha

WCL5

2.3 ha

The design proposals for the environmental landform screen and 4	
  
each of the improvement sites should be consulted upon locally
and, with the phasing programme, will require the approval of
the Council prior to the development of the housing.

The Common Land extensions are required to deliver the works needed to improve the surface flood
water carrying capacity of the flood risk area as mapped by the Environment Agency, and use the
increased wetlands to create new biodiversity rich wetland habitat in line with the design guidelines for
the Kent Downs AONB management plan.

Delivery

The relief road will divert the A25 strategic highway around
Westerham town centre within the limits of the corridor shown
in the Policies Map. The relief road will need to provide for a
satisfactory additional access for Churchill Primary School and
demonstrate all of the following:
a) travel time savings for through traffic on the A25
b) no consequential adverse transport impacts on users and
settlements along the A25 to the east and west of the town
Nora Galley 16/4/2018 06:53
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c) Manual for Street standards on the new sections between
London Road and the western junction of the relief road with
the A25
d) design and signage measures to encourage through users to
elect to use the relief road
e) travel time savings for bus services through the town centre
and on the relief road.
The detailed design proposals should be consulted upon locally
and will need the approval of the Kent County Council and Surrey
County Council highway authorities.
A phasing programme for the delivery of the relief road will need
to be agreed with the Council before the delivery of the housing
proposals.
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Each area of Common Land will be required to deliver a suitable new boundary for the Green Belt.
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W2-WEnv: AONB Further Landscape and Environmental Enrichment

	
  

WFE3

1.5 ha

WFE6

0.8 ha

WFE9

2.2 ha

The design proposals for the Common Land environmental
improvements, public access and outdoor recreation facilities should
The further enrichment works in the AONB will be required to deliver the environmental land form, the
extension to the Darent Valley footpath and cycle route and the Disability Discrimination Act-compliant
be consulted upon locally and will require the approval of the
access route between the town centre and Valence School, as well as outdoor recreation facilities that
cannot more suitably be accommodated in the Common Land extensions.
Council prior to the development of the housing in the adjoining
The environmental land form will be required to satisfy the appropriate technical specifications for noise
neighbourhoods.
and pollution abatement, solar energy generation and battery storage and demonstrate its effectiveness
The phasing programme for the further environmental works will require the agreement of the Council.

in improving the visual integration of the M25 in the landscape and screening the photovoltaic panels
from views from the town.

Each area of Common Land will be required to deliver a suitable new
boundary for the Green Belt.

The design proposals for the environmental landform screen and each of the improvement sites should
be consulted upon locally and, with the phasing programme, will require the approval of the Council prior
to the development of the housing.
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Delivery
Proposed written statement for W1, W2 and W3
1 Westerham is a local service centre in the district’s settlement
hierarchy, but has long supported a level and range of
services and a scale and mix of businesses and jobs which is
exceptional for a town of its population. Westerham’s ability to
retain these advantages is important for the wellbeing of the
town as well for the prosperity of the wider district.
2 Much of Westerham’s success is a function of its location –
on the A25 and close to London with direct routes via the
Croydon and London Roads and the A233 – although it also
reflects the appeal of the town’s historic core and town centre
and the attractive surrounding countryside. In recent years,
however, the town’s population has aged but grown very
little, while house prices have continued to rise to levels that
are amongst the highest in the district. Without any significant
new housing development, it is very likely that Westerham’s
population will decline over the Local Plan period resulting in
disproportionate losses of school and working age people and
a significant increase in both the number of elderly people and
the share of the town’s population accounted by those age
75+. It is also likely that the high house prices will continue
to impinge on the ability of local services and businesses to
recruit and retain staff.
3 Such trends would pose risks to the town’s ability to retain
its special advantages and character, as well as its ability to
sustain community facilities, some of which are already under
pressure.
4 At the same time, traffic on the A25 will continue to grow,
with adverse consequences both in travel times for users
of the A25 and for the town centre’s trading conditions,
environmental quality and heritage assets.
5 While Westerham’s growth has long been limited, and
heretofore beneficially, by the restrictions of the Green Belt
and AONB designations, those restrictions now also constrain
the town’s ability to respond positively to changes that are
happening now or will emerge over the plan period. A very
minor reduction in the Green Belt around the town – about
25 ha, equivalent to significantly less than 1% of the district’s
Green Belt – is warranted to allow for the limited level of
housing and employment development the town needs for its
long term sustainability and for the construction of relief road
to divert the A25 around the centre to benefit both the town
centre and the users of the A25.
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6 Exceptional circumstances exist to justify both the modest
amendment of the Green Belt and the level of development
on the sites allocated by policy Westerham 2, and the
developments proposed are demonstrably in the public interest.
Westerham needs the housing, relief road and environmental
improvements to sustain its vitality, special character and
economic value to the district.
7 Overall, the allocated schemes alone will deliver 360 needed
market and 240 affordable dwellings to buy and rent, and as
a consequence will sustain the numbers of school and working
age people in the town, sustain the levels of spending needed
for a viable town centre and sustain the numbers of school
children needed for the primary school. The developments
will finance the delivery of a relief road that will be needed
over the plan period anyway as background traffic growth
continues, and will finance improvements for (or replacement
of) the GP facility which is needed anyway, and deliver
improvements for the primary school which are also needed
anyway. The town centre faces considerable challenges as
the retail sector continues to evolve, and high levels of traffic
militate against the ability of the town centre either to create
the trading conditions and quality of environment that is
needed to respond to those challenges or to protect the fabric
of the many listed buildings that line the A25 through the town
centre. The town already suffers from surface water flooding,
and the weather events that cause it will become more severe
as the effects of climate change grow.
8 None of these changes are likely to have deliverable solutions
other than through Which Way Westerham. In addition,
the Which Way Westerham proposals would create at least
some 220 jobs and perhaps as many as 500 jobs, while also
contributing to the town’s and the district’s needed economic
growth and vitality.
9 Exceptionally too, all of the land needed to deliver the
housing, employment, community facility, relief road
and environmental improvements is in the gift of a single
landowner, who retains a long term interest in Westerham that
extends well beyond the 25 ha put forward for development
and 50 ha put forward for environmental works. The
landowner is, exceptionally, also willing to take a long term
view of the development investment risks and the available
returns – as well as to accept binding undertakings that will
tie the delivery of the housing and employment developments

to the delivery of the relief road, community facilities and
environmental improvements. As a consequence, the proposals
are viable as well as deliverable.
10 While 25 ha of Green Belt land is to be developed, the
amount of land lost from the Green Belt is relatively minor
and is land that the Arup Green Belt review found to perform
the Green Belt’s purposes relatively weakly. While land
would be taken from the countryside, the 25 ha will have no
material effect on the ability of the Green Belt to serve this
and its other purposes around Westerham, and its value in
preserving the setting and historic character of the town would
be strengthened by the proposed environmental works. The
Green Belt will be given a new, readily recognisable physical
boundary through the designation of and environmental
improvement and public access works to the additional areas
of Common Land. In each case these extensions surround
the new housing areas and will preclude development in
perpetuity, keeping from development the open land that lies
between the sites for the new neighbourhoods and the closest
strategic highways.
11 The major development on 25 ha of the AONB will
unavoidably alter these areas of land. Nonetheless, the
allocated sites and corridor for the relief road were carefully
chosen to ensure, all matters considered, that development
would take place on the least sensitive land that is almost most
capable of mitigation. As a consequence, the careful choice of
the development sites and the corridor for the relief road will
very significantly limit the adverse landscape character and
visual effects, and the effects that would remain are capable of
moderation.
12 A total of some 50 ha of AONB land remaining in the Green
Belt will benefit from very significant environmental and public
access works to deliver the aims for the area of the Kent
Downs AONB Management Plan. Overall, the environmental
works will deliver net gains in the town’s natural capital,
helping to offset the loss of precious AONB land. Those net
gains, coupled with the public access, other social and the
economic benefits for Westerham of the proposals, explain
why it is considered on balance and notwithstanding the great
weight given to the conservation of the natural beauty of the
AONB, that the proposals for Westerham are in the public
interest.
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Squerryes’ Undertaking
Squerryes confirms that the Which Way Westerham
proposals are viable as well as deliverable, and is content
with the restrictions on the phasing of development set out
in the proposed policies.
The proposals are viable for several reasons: Squerryes requires
no front end payment for its land from those it will contract with to
construct and deliver the housing and employment developments;
Squerryes will take a long term view of its returns by seeking a level
of return on capital employed that is significantly lower than required
by commercial housebuilders; Squerryes will hold onto and secure an
income from some of the developments; and Squerryes will deliver a
range of affordable housing as well as enter into an agreement with
the Council on the local letting strategy for the affordable housing for
social rent. All of such housing will be, first, for local people in need
of affordable housing and then for residents who have a connection
with the wider district. There will be no requirement to accommodate
the needs of local authorities outside Sevenoaks.
Squerryes also undertakes to agree a phasing plan that will bring
forward the community facilities and relief road so that they are early
in the development programme – in recognition of the fact that all of
these are needed now. None is triggered solely by the Which Way
Westerham proposals.
The proposed policies set the basis on which subsequent planning
applications will be determined. If these provisions are included in
the new Local Plan, the Council will be obliged to determine planning
applications accordingly. Insofar as any planning application is in
conflict with the policies, the Council will have grounds for refusing
the application.
Any planning permissions granted to Squerryes will be subject to
conditions and legal obligations to ensure that delivery produces the
infrastructure and facilities in the sequence sought and achieve the
design quality and environmental standards which help to justify the
proposals.
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Squerryes also undertakes to work with others – including
Westerham’s GP practice, Churchill Primary School, Valence School,
SDC, Westerham Town Council, Kent and Surrey County Councils, the
Kent Downs AONB Unit and the Kent Wildlife Trust – to achieve the
objects and realise the opportunities presented by the Which Way
Westerham proposals. Some of these opportunities – for example,
creating safe cycle routes to the railway stations in Oxted and
Sevenoaks – will require collaboration. Squerryes also propose the
creation of Community Trust to take responsibility for making decisions
on and overseeing the spending of the ring-fenced sum of the relief
road for the town centre improvements that are needed and made
possible by the relief road.

Indicative phasing
The diagram overleaf illustrates the indicative phasing
programme. It is not usual in a Local Plan for a requirement
for other than the broadest indications of when housing
and infrastructure will be delivered, and that is no different
here.
The Exceptional Circumstances that justify
Which Way Westerham
Planning policy provides for the amendment of Green Belt boundaries
through the review of a Local Plan and for major development
on AONB land in exceptional circumstances. Where exceptional
circumstances are judged to exist, they trump the Green Belt and
AONB restrictions. If major development in the AONB is to be
justified, it must also be demonstrably in the public interest.
Whether exceptional circumstances exist is a planning judgment that
is SDC’s to make in the first instance. Ultimately, it is a judgment that
will be made by the planning inspector who will examine SDC’s new
Local Plan.
In no case, however, can exceptional circumstances trump the basic
obligation of the new Local Plan to contribute to achieving sustainable
development.
The starting point for the exceptional circumstances is the sharp
increase in housing need in the district since SDC’s Core Strategy
was adopted coupled with the insufficiency of brownfield, urban and
unrestricted land to meet the need.
Also exceptional are Westerham’s needs coupled with the willingness
and ability of Squerryes viably to meet those needs by investing land
that is wholly within its control to deliver the housing, community
facilities and infrastructure the town either needs now or will over the
new Local Plan period.
Put briefly, the exceptional circumstances are the combination of the
following:
• Westerham has a significant need for further housing in its
own right – to maintain a balanced population structure, allow
for housing choice, enable key workers and young families to
move into and remain in the town and to make a contribution
to affordable housing needs in a town with lower quartile
house prices that are some 28% higher than the already
high district average. Westerham, however, has not got the
unrestricted land required to meet these needs.

• Westerham needs a relief road to resolve otherwise unsolvable
traffic congestion problems – both for through traffic users of
the A25 and for the vitality and viability of the town centre,
its environmental quality and the preservation of its heritage
assets.
• Westerham is a sustainable location for further housing. The
town supports a far higher complement of jobs and services
than would be expected on the basis of population alone, and
that it does is fundamental to its success and special character.
The town’s ability to continue to benefit from these advantages
is strongly correlated to maintaining the numbers and shares of
its population accounted especially by working age people but
also school age people.
• The geography of the town makes it feasible to locate new
housing so that access to the town’s services would be by
sustainable modes along radial routes, with most new residents
able to walk to the town centre in 10 or fewer minutes, and
most also within 400 metres of existing bus stops.
• Westerham is a sustainable location for further employment
development. The town has an Westerham has an established
office and light industry/manufacturing market, vacancy rates
are consistently low and demand for further growth is strong,
and its existing industrial estate performs well and long has.

• The land proposed for release from the Green Belt is land that
Arup’s Green Belt review found to perform its performance
adequately or weakly, and there would be no material
consequences for the ability of the Green Belt to continue
to serve its purposes around Westerham. The Which Way
Westerham landscape restoration proposals, however, will
very substantially strengthen the value of the Green Belt to
preserving the setting and special character of the historic
town where this purpose has not been eroded.
• The WWW proposals would deliver a range of consequential,
needed and substantial sustainability benefits – social,
environmental and economic – for Westerham that would not
be achievable via any other deliverable solution – including
housing, infrastructure, jobs and community facilities.
• Squerryes own all of the land needed to deliver the housing
and employment uses, the relief road, the Common Land
extensions, the environmental improvements to the AONB
and remaining Green Belt and the needed improvements to
community facilities and for outdoor recreation.
• The Which Way Westerham proposals are deliverable and
viable, including with 40% affordable housing to buy and
rent.

• Westerham’s GP service and primary school already face
pressures and challenges – as well as opportunities – but the
likelihood of attracting the resources needed for any significant
response to these over the local plan period is very low.
• The Which Way Westerham proposals would develop 25.6
ha of Green Belt land, but deliver needed improvements on
50.2 ha of Green Belt and AONB land to provide needed
improvements in surface water flood management, enrichments
to biodiversity, enhancements to public access, gains in outdoor
recreation facilities and landscape restoration. Half of this
land would be designated as Common Land around the new
neighbourhoods to form a new boundary to the Green Belt.
The Common Land designation would secure public access and
preclude development in perpetuity.
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Indicative phasing
phase 2

phase 1

environmental
landform and
woodland

infrastructure delivered as soon as practicable

employment

continued work
to environmental
landform screen

environmental
landform screen

residential
revised
junction

residential

flood
alleviation
landscape

residential

new ponds, wetland
etc as Common Land

possible community
buildings
possible
access to
school

River Darent
Walk, wetlands,
flood mitigation
as Common Land

relief road at the
end of Covers Farm
restoration
(target 2025)

residential

improvements to
town centre

area for AONB
improvement

phase 3

phase 4
continued work
to environmental
screen

Common Land

residential

residential
residential

residential
residential

WWW undertake to bring forward the infrastructure, community benefits and environmental works as soon as possible in the phasing programme. The
details, however, are subject to a great deal of further work – as would be the case for any development at local plan allocation, rather than planning
application, stage. The developments, nonetheless, are feasible and viable over the programme shown.
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orchards
and linking
landscape

